
 
 

 

 

AccountMate’s latest SQL Release Tightens Integration  

with Microsoft Functionality Including Teams 
 

(October 20, 2021) (Petaluma, CA) AccountMate Software’s Chief Operating Officer, Tommy Tan, announced that an 

updated AccountMate 12.2 for SQL has launched. He said along with the many enhancements including in this build 

release, he felt it important point out that providing the Microsoft Teams integration was yet another demonstration of the 

tight interactivity with Microsoft. “Microsoft Teams has become increasing important as more clients work remotely and 

do a lot of communicating using this Teams option. We wanted to accommodate this need and added it to AccountMate 

12.2 for SQL.”  This adds to the long-term integration of Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word and Microsoft SQL.   

 

There are many other high-visibility enhancements in this AccountMate 12 product release. Some of these include the 

ability to change the warehouse assigned to all line items in an open purchase, to search for customer address during 

purchase order shipping address setup, remove “price > cost” validation for line items set not for use in invoices/sales 

orders, and group accounts receivable aging data by parent customer number to enable generation of a consolidated 

report for a single parent account or for multiple parent accounts at one time. 

 

Per AccountMate’s protocol, the majority of these impressive number of feature enhancements introduced in 

AccountMate 12.2 for SQL were a direct result of suggestions and prioritization from our Solution Providers and their 

clients. 

 

The AccountMate ERP software system includes over twenty modules that can be purchased separately. With the option 

for clients to add solutions from highly-recognized vertical partners, this makes the AccountMate system expandable to 

handle many industry-specific requirements. This opportunity offers clients the capacity to scale their AccountMate 

software to adhere to their own management demands and meet escalating company growth challenges.  

 

The consistent release of builds and versions, including AccountMate 12.2 for SQL, demonstrates the ongoing effort on 

the part of AccountMate to include features that provide clients additional efficiencies and functionality. It also it a way for 

AccountMate to assure the effort that will maintain the loyalty of its customers.  

 

About AccountMate 

Founded in 1984, AccountMate develops and markets fully modifiable business accounting software. Systems range 

from single user versions to those that support hundreds of users simultaneously. AccountMate software is available for 

local or cloud installation. It is distributed exclusively through a worldwide channel of authorized solution providers. 

AccountMate can be reached at (800) 877-8896 or at accountmate.com.  
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